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15:00 – 15:30  **Arrival, Coffee and Networking**

15:30 – 15:50  **Welcome**

*Welcome from EUROPARC Federation*
*By Carol Ritchie, Executive Director, EUROPARC Federation*

*Welcome from ENOS*
*By Mike McClure, Chairman, European Network of Outdoor Sports*

15:50 – 16:10  **Presenting EUROPARC Case Studies and recommendations**

Showcasing best outdoor sports practises within Protected Areas

16:10 – 16:30  **Presenting ENOS Projects and recommendations**

- Benefits of Outdoor Sports for Society (BOSS)
- Euro’meet recommendations

16:30 – 16:50  **EU Institutions Perspective**

What will the Green Deal mean for you, nature conservation and outdoor sports?

- DG EAC, Sport Unit
- DG ENV
- Other Institutions (TBC)

16:50 – 17:20  **Interactive debate and conclusions**

**How do we promote the 10 principles better?**

**How can policies be developed to optimise natural areas and health?**

What opportunities can be developed for better dialogue between the sectors at the heart of this (Health, sport, environment)?

17:20 – 17:30  **Final remarks**

**Close**